
CHECKLIST  WRITING A ´for and against´essay: ______________________________________________________________                                       1º BACH

STUDENT´S NAME: _____________________________________________________________________                                              DATE: ______________

CRITERIA CHECKLIST TICK YOUR COMMENTS

a) Planning

a) You got ideas before you started to actually write

b) You drafted your text before writing the final version 

c) you proofread  it after you finished it

d) You corrected spelling, grammar and punctuation problems

b) Content-
Interest and 
Ideas

e) You have included key ideas .

f)  Have you  mentioned arguments  in favour ? (at least two) 

g) Have you mentioned arguments against? ( at least two)

h) Is there a similar amount of both to give a balanced view?

i) You have  given examples/evidence 

j) You have  added possible consequences

c) Layout

k) You included  the title of your writing

l) The purpose of the essay is clear.

m) Your have left margins

n) Your handwriting and presentation is neat

o) You have written between 120 and 150 words



d) Paragraphing

p) Have you covered all the points mentioned in the task?

q) You have divided your text into separate paragraphs 

r) Each paragraph covers a different content

o General introduction to the topic

o Arguments in favour/ advantages 

o Arguments against / disadvantages

o Short summary of your arguments and your own opinion

e) Language and 
communication

s) Have you used modals to make suggestions and 
recommendations? 

t) Have you used connectors to add ideas? 

u) Have you used connectors to explain reasons and results?

v) Have you included  expressions to state facts or give evidence (
e.g. It  is clear/ true that..;  Many people consider…; it is generally 
accepted that…;  According to….; we do not have any evidence 
that…; research has shown that…)

w) Have you included  expressions to state opinions ( e.g. Personally, 
I think/believe/ feel.....;  In my opinion/view..; I am of the opinion 
that.…; I agree/disagree that..)? 

x) You used sequencing expressions to structure your arguments 
(e.g. to begin with; all in all…)

y) You used rich vocabulary and phrasal verbs 

z) You used adverbs of manner and intensifiers


